
CONCEPT
The Mezzo is a transitional hotel that combines elements 
from the chelsea & meatpacking district. This combination 
helps to create an overall unique upscale urban experience. 
In order to convey this urban environemnt, materials 
such as white subway tile, metal, dark wood floors & a 
wall covering with New York photography were all used. 
In contrast with these hard materials, softer materials 
were used on the pillows, bedspread, seating & drapery to 
provide a sense of comfort. Overall, while the color scheme 
is rather monotone  to convey the idea of an urban space, 
an earthy olive green was applied to some of the walls as 
well as the upholstery to give a pop of color & a biophilic 
feel. Ultimately, this provides a sense of balance. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
FF-1 FF-2 FF-3

P-1 WC-1

FLOOR FINISHES

WALL FINISHES

DESCRIPTION: WOOD VENEER
MANUFACTURER: LAMINART
COLOR: CHARCOAL STRAIT
LOCATION: BEDROOM FLOOR, LOUNGE FLOOR, KITCHEN-
ETTE FLOOR, CLOSET FLOOR

DESCRIPTION: STONE TILE
MANUFACTURER: MSI
COLOR: CHARCOAL
LOCATION: BATHROOM FLOOR

DESCRIPTION: CARPET
MANUFACTURER: SLOANE’S CARPET
NAME: SAMPLE 31
COLOR: CREAM
CONSTRUCTION: ONE LEVEL LOOP
LOCATION: BEDROOM FLOOR

DESCRIPTION: PAINT
MANUFACTURER: SHERWIN WILLIAMS
COLOR: SW 6433: IVERNESS
FINISH: SATIN
LOCATION: BEDROOM WALL

DESCRIPTION: WALL COVERING
MANUFACTURER: ASTEK
PHOTO: JAMES MAHER PHOTOGRAPHY
LOCATION: BEDROOM WALL

CT-1

DESCRIPTION: CERAMIC TILE
MANUFACTURER: DALTILE
COLOR: FROST
GROUT: CHARCOAL GREY
APPLICATION: OFFSET HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION: BATHROOM WALLS



WL-1

FX-1

DOOR  FINISHES

FIXTURE FINISHES

SPECIFICATIONS
GP-1

FX-2

DESCRIPTION: WOOD
MANUFACTURER: SIMPSON DOOR COMPANY
TYPE: HICKORY
COLOR: BLACK
LOCATION: BEDROOM DOOR, CASEWORK FOR KITCHEN-
ETTE

DESCRIPTION: GLASS PANEL
MANUFACTURER
GLAZE: FROSTED
THICKNESS: 10MM
STRENGTH: TEMPERED
LOCATION: CLOSET DOOR, BATHROOM DOOR, SHOWER 
DOOR

DESCRIPTION: BLACK METAL
MANUFACTURER: MOEN
COLOR: BLACK
LOCATION: BEDROOM LIGHT FIXTURE

DESCRIPTION: LIGHT BRUSHED METAL
MANUFACTURER: MOEN
COLOR: SILVER
LOCATION: CLOSET DOOR FRAME & HANDLE, BATHROOM 
HANDLES & FAUCETS, BEDROOM DOOR HANDLE



DR-1 DR-2 DRAPERY

SPECIFICATIONS
COUNTER-TOPSWL-1 SS-1

DESCRIPTION: WOOD LAMINATE
MANUFACTURER: LAMINART
TYPE: HICKORY
COLOR: BLACK
LOCATION: BEDROOM END TABLES & DESK

DESCRIPTION: SOLID SURFACE
MANUFACTURER: WILSONART
TYPE: QUARTZ
NAME: MARRARA
LOCATION: BATHROOM COUNTER

DESCRIPTION: DRAPERY
MANUFACTURER: MWS DRAPERY
COLOR: WHITE
LOCATION: BEDROOM WINDOW

DESCRIPTION: DRAPERY
MANUFACTURER: MWS DRAPERY
COLOR: TAN 
LOCATION: BEDROOM WINDOW



UP-1 UPHOLSTERY

SPECIFICATIONS

FA-1 FABRICSFA-2 FA-3

DESCRIPTION: UPHOLSTERY
MANUFACTURER: STINSON
COLOR: OLIVE
LOCATION: DESK CHAIR & LOUNGE CHAIR

DESCRIPTION: FABRIC
MANUFACTURER: STINSON
COLOR: TAN
LOCATION: BEDROOM PILLOWS 

DESCRIPTION: FABRIC
MANUFACTURER: DESIGN TEX
COLOR: SWAYED ALL OVER
LOCATION: BEDROOM PILLOWS

DESCRIPTION: FABRIC ( 100% COTTON)
MANUFACTURER: ABUNDLE
NAME: REGISTRY DOWN COMFORTER
COLOR: WHITE
SIZE: QUEEN
THREAD COUNT: 230
LOCATION: BEDROOM COMFORTER



FINISH SCHEDULE
 

ROOM # ROOM NAME FLOORS WALLS CASEWORK FINISHES DOORS 

001 KITCHENETTE FF1 P-1 WL-1   

002 BATHROOM FF2 CT-1   GP-1 

003 BEDROOM FF1, FF3 P-1, WC-1 WL-1  WL-1 

004 CLOSET FF1 P-1 WL-1  GP-1 

005 LOUNGE FF1 WC-1    

 
 

ROOM # ROOM NAME FIXTURES COUNTERS DRAPERY UPHOLSTERY FABRICS 

001 KITCHENETTE FX-1 CT-1  UP-1  

002 BATHROOM FX-1, FX-2 CT-2    

003 BEDROOM FX-1, FX-2  DR-1, DR-2  FA-1, 
FA-2, 
FA-3 

004 CLOSET FX-1     

005 LOUNGE  CT-1  UP-1  

 
 
 
 



3 PART SPEC

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT COMPOSITION

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

Lamin-Art® brand general purpose high-pressure decorative laminate. It is suitable for both horizontal and vertical surfaces requiring 
superior wear, impact, and stain resistance. 

The Pearlescence®, Burlap, and Abacá high-pressure decorative laminates have different product specifications than general purpose 
high-pressure decorative laminate. Please refer to the specific product data sheets for Pearlescence, Burlap, and Abacá high-pressure 
decorative laminates available online at www.laminart.com.

Lamin-Art® general purpose high-pressure decorative laminate is manufactured by laminating phenolic resin-impregnated kraft sheets with 
melamine resin-impregnated decorative and overlay sheets. The lamination is performed under a minimum pressure of 1,000 psi (2,068 
kPa)  at a temperature of approximately 300°F (149°C).

Lamin-Art® general purpose decorative laminate is suitable for both horizontal and vertical interior applications in commercial interiors 
where the surface must be both functional and durable. Typical horizontal applications include counter and table tops, contract furniture and 
casework, as well as store fixtures. Typical vertical applications can include wall paneling, interior doors, elevator cab interiors, cabinetry, 
casino slot bases, and bar fronts. Lamin-Art brand high-pressure decorative laminate is for interior use only and is not recommended for 
direct application to plywood, steel, aluminum, fiber reinforced plastic, plaster, gypsum board or concrete. Do not use in areas exposed 
to temperatures in excess of 275°F (135°C) or high humidity.

INSTALLATION

All surfaces to be laminated should be inspected prior to installation to ensure that they are clean and free of surface defects. The protective 
coating (peel coat) should be removed prior to inspection. All defects should be corrected before application. Material, equipment, and 
workmanship should conform to industry-standard practices, conditions, procedures, and recommendations specified by National Electrical 
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) LD3-2005 Annex A, Architectural Woodworking Institute (AWI) Quality Standards, and the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) 161.2-1979 standards.

SUBSTRATES
Lamin-Art® general purpose high-pressure laminate should be adhesively bonded to a substrate, or to a sheet substrate forming 
a new composite component which will be used in other assemblies. Suitable substrates may include but are not limited to 
particleboard (minimum density 45 pounds/cubic foot), medium-density fiberboard (MDF) or high density fiberboard (HDF). Materials 
with insufficient dimensional stability or internal bond strength such as plywood, steel, aluminum, fiber reinforced plastic, plaster, 
gypsum board, and similar materials are not recommended for use as substrates. Concrete is not a recommended substrate.

 PRODUCT DATA SHEET
GENERAL PURPOSE HIGH-PRESSURE DECORATIVE LAMINATE

APRIL  2014

CONDITIONING

Lamin-Art® general purpose laminate panels may be sensitive to changes in temperature and humidity conditions. If adhered with excess 
moisture present, there is a risk of cracking and open seams due to shrinkage, particularly in winter conditions or when relative humidity is 
low. Prior to adhesive application to a suitable substrate, Lamin-Art panels should be carefully conditioned. (The recommended method of 
conditioning is to store panels and substrates together in the same room for a period of at least 72 hours with adequate air movement, under 
stable temperature and humidity conditions as close as possible to actual conditions at the installation site.) Recommended conditioning 
for all panels is at approximately 75° F (24° C), with 45-55% relative humidity.

STORAGE AND HANDLING

Lamin-Art® general purpose high-pressure decorative laminate sheets should be stored horizontally, back-to-back and face-to-face, with 
the top sheet turned face down and a caul board placed on top to preserve the material. Storing the panels in an atmospherically stabilized 
room is recommended to avoid extreme fluctuations of moisture.

Lamin-Art recommends that full-sized sheets be carried by two people with the decorative facing upward whenever possible.

Lamin-Art®, Inc. expressly warrants that its products are free of defects in material and workmanship, are of merchantable quality, and meet 
or exceed performance standards for high-pressure decorative laminates as established by NEMA, LD 3-2005. Please note that some of 
our products contain special pearlized inks and do not meet NEMA standards for abrasion/scratch resistance in all finishes. Inasmuch as 
Lamin-Art has no control over the end products fabricated with the materials sold, no warranty or guarantee is expressed or implied, other 
than those set forth above, and is limited to the replacement cost of the material alone.

Questions? Call Customer Service at 800.323.7624.

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES

48” X 96” These are The nominal dimensions of regularly sTocked iTems.  
oTher sizes may be available upon requesT.48” X 120”

FINISHES

Catalyst™ (B) a genTly-eTched dimensional finish characTerized by random spirals reminiscenT of burnished meTal (lrv 18.0).

Chrysalis® (a)
a genTly-eTched paTTern which creaTes a brilliance and TeXTure similar To ThaT of brushed meTal (lrv 10.0). 
recommended for verTical / low-wear applicaTions only.

Corrugated (C)
a dimensional surface of alTernaTing furrows and ridges running lengThwise along The sheeT, feaTuring a sofT 
finish wiTh low reflecTive properTies (lrv 3.0). recommended for verTical / lighT-duTy applicaTions only.

CrissCross (l)
a subTle TacTile grid of fine inTersecTing lines running lengThwise and widThwise along The sheeT (lrv15.0). 
recommended for verTical / low-wear applicaTions only.

Fine grain (i)
This subdued wood finish wiTh low reflecTive properTies achieves iTs unique effecT by blending a more realisTic, 
verTical graining wiTh a subTle pore sTrucTure (lrv 9.0).

gloss (g) a smooTh mirror-like finish suiTable for applicaTions where high reflecTiviTy is desired (lrv 100.00).

supermatte (sm) a sofT TeXTured surface wiTh low reflecTive properTies (lrv 2.0).

relieF (F,u) The TacTile relief of The acTual maTerials embedded in The laminaTe sheeT (abaca lrv 10.0, burlap lrv 6.0).

textured (t) a non-direcTional maTTe finish wiTh moderaTe reflecTive qualiTies (lrv 10.0).

VelVa-tex (Vt) a sofT finish similar To hand-rubbed oiled hardwood (lrv 16.0).

GRADES

sTandard grade 

gp48 hsg (.048”/1.2 mm) 

The mosT commonly used. recommended for horizonTal and verTical applicaTions where maXimum impacT-resisTance and 

durabiliTy are required. sTandard grade gp48 maTerial can be cold benT To a radius no smaller Than 12” (304.8 mm). we do 
noT recommend using heaT To form pearlescence® iTems To a smaller radius.

verTical grade
gp28 Vsg (.028”/0.7 mm)

suiTable for applicaTions where The economies of a Thinner maTerial are desirable and impacT-resisTance is noT criTical. 

offers The same surface durabiliTy as Thicker grades. verTical grade gp28 maTerial can be cold benT To a radius no 

smaller Than 7” (177.8 mm). we do noT recommend using heaT To form pearlescence® iTems To a smaller radius.

posTform grade
(.028”/0.7mm)

This specialized grade is manufacTured specially for Those applicaTions ThaT require The maTerial To bend To a 
radius smaller Than 5/8” wiTh The applicaTion of heaT.

WARRANTY

BACKING SHEETS
To avoid warping of a panel assembly faced with Lamin-Art® general purpose high-pressure laminates, stresses resulting from thermal 
and hygroscopic forces on both sides of the assembly must be balanced. The best results are obtained when a backing sheet, with 
characteristics comparable to the face sheet, is laminated to it. Alternatively, balance maybe achieved using an ordinary high pressure 
laminate of the same thickness on the back side of the assembly. Narrow panels for wall applications, held rigidly in place by a securing 
system can have just a face side if the back side is protected from excess humidity and covered with a suitable sealant such as paint, 
lacquer, or a vapor-retarding varnish.

MAINTENANCE

Lamin-Art® general purpose high-pressure decorative laminate may be cleaned with a damp cloth, warm water, and a mild soap or household 
cleaning products. Cleansers that contain abrasives, acids, or alkalis may damage the decorative surface and are not recommended. 
Stubborn stains may require the use of hypochorite bleach followed by a clean water rinse.

Surfaces to be adhered must be sound, thoroughly dry, clean, free of dust, wood chips, oil and other types of surface contamination. 
When a laminating press is not available, such as an on-site installation, contact adhesives may be used, however this method 
should be restricted to small areas only. Ensure full adhesive coverage of both surfaces to be bonded and apply a pressure of at 
least 50-75 pounds per square inch until full bonding is achieved. Spot bonding should never be used. In all cases with all types of 
adhesives comply with the adhesive manufacturer’s usage recommendations.

ADHESIVES

1670 Basswood Road, Schaumburg, IL 60173 • T: 847.860.4300 • 800.323.7624 • F: 847.860.9199 • www.laminart.com

 NEMA TEST
TEST RESULTS 
FOR LAMIN-ART

NEMA STANDARD
FOR GENERAL PURPOSE HPL

thiCKness
         standard grade

         VertiCal grade

  0.048” (1.2 mm)
  0.028” (0.7 mm)

0.048” +/- 0.005” (1.2 mm +/- 0.13 mm)
0.028” +/- 0.004” (0.7 mm +/- 0.10 mm)

appearanCe no abc defecTs no abc defecTs

light resistanCe slighT effecT slighT effecT

CleanaBility (CyCles) 7 20 maX.

stain resistanCe
         reagents 1-10
         reagents 11-15

no effecT

no effecT

no effecT

slighT effecT

Boiling Water resistanCe no effecT no effecT

high temperature resistanCe no effecT slighT effecT

Ball impaCt resistanCe
         standard grade

         VertiCal grade

50” (1270 mm)
20” (500 mm)

50” (1270 mm)
20” (500 mm)

dart impaCt resistanCe
        standard grade

         VertiCal grade

20” (500 mm)
8” (200 mm)

20” (500 mm)
8” (200 mm)

dimensional staBility        
standard grade

                  machine direcTion

                  cross direcTion

         VertiCal grade

                 machine direcTion

                 cross direcTion

.33%

.9%

.7%
1.2%

.5% maX.

.9% maX.

.7% maX.
1.2% maX.

surFaCe Wear resistanCe (CyCles) greaTer Than 400 cycles

*please see eXcepTions.
400 cycles min.

PERFORMANCE

Lamin-Art® products have been subjected to trials by independent, nationally recognized laboratories in accordance with National Electircal 
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standardized testing procedures (Pub. LD 3-2005, Section 2). The following test results were obtained.


